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Critical Introduction 
All legitimate stories have a beginning, a middle, and an end-and many writers tell them 
Ill that order. Sometimes they gravitate beyond this strict structure, perhaps by way of 
flashbacks or flash-forwards, but rarely do they scrap linearity altogether and write their stories 
via a collection of fragments . Robert Root, Jr., author of The Nonjictionist's Guide, advocates 
for the segmented form, a structure that does not flow as one continuous narrative and is not 
necessarily in chronological order. As he writes in "This is What the Spaces Say," "The 
segmented essay is not all continuous argument, all evidence and explanation; instead, it's a 
combination of pause and epiphany, silence and revelation, emptiness and edifice" (87). 
Creative Nonfiction, a genre that often relies on memory, is meant to abide by the truth. 
Root asserts that "we experience what we live in segments and sections, fragments, moments, 
movements, periods, disjunctions and juxtapositions" (87). Thus, in consideration of the fact 
that memories are remembered in segments and often associated with other memories separate 
from each other in time and space, staying true to our experience may mean using a nonlinear 
structure. Mainly using Sandra Cisneros' s autobiographical fiction, The House On Mango 
Street, I aim to explore the boundaries between memory and Truth by examining the segmented 
structure, particularly in how we can attain a sense of immediacy, fluidity , and silent interruption 
with the use of present tense, recurring imagery, and white space, respectively. 
A continuous, chronological narrative comes naturally to us, as this is the linear form by 
which we live our lives. But memory itself is in no way linear; we remember by association-
not chronology. April Holladay, author of "How Does Human Memory Work?" writes that, "as 
we store the memory, we attach it to other related memories ... thus, consolidatling] the new 
concept with older memories." Subsequently she explains that we "retrieve" these concepts 
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when we recall past events, guided by "pointers that trace the vanous meamng codes and 
decoding the stored information to regain meaning." Consequently, the memory process is not 
chronological and, furthermore, tends to associate one memory with another that may not have 
occurred at the same time or location. 
Patricia Hampl, author of "Memory and Imagination," asserts that "memoir is not a 
matter of transcription, [and] memory itself is not a warehouse of finished stories" (309). This 
leads to individual speculation of events, the stories we remember en6rely subjective to our 
personal experiences. Thus, in memoir, there is an apparent distinction between factual truth and 
emotional Truth. For instance, in Peter M. Ives's essay, "The Whole Truth," the boundaries 
between memory and Truth are explored when he shares his memoir with a sibling. He writes, 
"what caught me off guard was the degree to which the memories ... conflicted substantially 
with my own recollections" (322). Neither he nor his sister can agree what the weather was like 
the day their father died or about the order in which any of the events surrounding his death 
occurred. Ives maintains, "it became clear to me that this event-indisputably the most central 
instance of my childhood- was subject to conflicting perspectives" (322). 
According to Hampl, memory is not "a simple story, logged like a documentary in the 
archive of the mind" (313). Memory is different for us all because our experiences are 
individual. When we endeavor to capture a scene, that scene is relevant to the age we were when 
we experienced it-how it smelled, what the "characters" wore, how the memory made us feel in 
the past and what effect that memory has on us now. Hampl explains that "The beauty of 
memory rests in its talent for rendering detail, for paying homage to the senses, its capacity to 
love the particles of life, the richness and idiosyncrasy of our existence" (313). And this is the 
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primary reason I fell in love with the geme: for its ability to somehow reveal Truth-even when 
achieving that Truth entails recalling an experience that can never be relived. 
There is no sure way to take a memory, especially one from childhood, and present it as 
factually accurate. Regardless, we do want to stay true to our experiences. One way to achieve 
this Truth is by taking fragments and presenting them in the form that comes naturally to us: via 
a narrative that is based on bits and pieces of information. Robert Root, Jr. argues that the 
segmented form is "dependjentl on space, usually expressed as numbers or rows of asterisks or 
squiggly lines or white breaks in text, as a fundamental element of design and expression (85). 
And because memory, too, is rather segmented, this structure mimics reality in hopes of making 
the story more truthful. This arguably helps maintain a memory's original fragmentation, thus 
accentuating our disjointed experiences. 
When Sandra Cisneros was asked why she structured The House On Mango Street in 
segments, she said that she "wanted to write a collection which could be read at any random 
point without having any knowledge of what came before or after. Or that could be read in a 
series to tell one big story. [She] wanted stories like poems, compact and lyrical and ending with 
a reverberation" ' (Olivares 161). Twenty-five years later, in the anniversary edition of her 
acclaimed novel, Cisneros writes, "Fifty pages had been written [of The House on Mango 
Street] , but I still didn't think of it as a novel. It was just a jar of buttons, like the mismatched 
embroidered pillowcases and monograrnn1ed napkins I tugged from the bins at the Goodwill. I 
wrote these things and thought ofthem as 'little stories,' though I sensed they were connected to 
each other" (xvi). While Cisneros' s story is autobiographical fiction and therefore not 
necessarily memoir, its organization mirrors the process of remembering, as the segments are not 
in any chronological order, and the pieces are strategically placed in such a way that it creates a 
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dialogue, each piece speaking to the one that comes before and after. But irrespective of the fact 
the form is nue to how our memories work, I wanted to emulate The House On Mango Street 
more than any other text because I am fascinated by how Cisneros utilizes elements such as 
present tense, recurring imagery, and white space in order to maximize her story's immediacy, 
fluidity and silent interruption. 
A fractured structure potentially renders a piece more flexible in that each and every 
segment should, on some level, be contained and therefore capable of standing in its own time 
and space, separate from the other pieces. Thus, it is possible to use present tense- no matter 
when the memory took place in relation to the others-in every segment. This arguably allows 
for more immediacy and urgency within a piece. Root maintains in his essay, "Immediacy" that, 
with present tense, the story is "happening now; on the page ... It will never be history [or] be 
what once happened" (97). And this is how we originally experience our memories: 
immediately. 
Sandra Cisneros, through her use of present tense, effectively captures her character, 
Esperanza, in all forty-five segments. No matter what Esperanza's age- and her age is never 
explicitly disclosed- the piece is in present tense. This, in effect, makes the narrative 
immediate. And as a result, Esperanza's experiences are timeless. In the segment, "Papa Who 
Wakes Up Tired In the Dark" Cisneros writes," ... I think if my own Papa died what would I do. 
I hold my Papa in my arms. I hold and hold and hold him" (57). In the very next section, "Born 
Bad," she writes, "Most likely I will go to hell and most likely I deserve to be there" (58). 
Clearly, these "memories" are not related to each other in time and space, yet Cisneros 
juxtaposes the two. By doing this, she stays true to the process of remembering, as memories are 
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stored in a nonlinear fashion, associated with other memories irrespective of when or where the 
real events occurred. 
An undesirable effect of the segmented form is that it is possible for both writer and 
readers alike to feel lost in time and space. One way to achieve cohesiveness between the 
segments is by use of recurring imagery or themes. Images are essential to any form of poetry, 
even poetic prose. In Joseph Frank's, The Widening Gyre, he evaluates Ezra Pound's use of 
imagery and juxtaposition in terms of past and present. While memoirs are not exactly poetry, 
Frank's literary criticism still applies because memoirs are always reflective, always reminiscent 
of a past from a present standpoint. As we grow, our perspectives change; the fact remains, 
however, that the memories themselves should not. Frank writes, "Past and present are 
apprehended spatially, locked in a timeless unity that, while it may accentuate surface 
differences, eliminates any feeling of sequence by the very act of juxtaposition" (59). I take this 
to mean that the past and the present can be recounted at the same time because, whether an 
event occurs in the past or the present, it does not matter; the significance is in the timelessness 
of the content. While there may be a distinct difference in historical relevance, when the past 
and present are juxtaposed, historical sequence no longer matters-only the images side by side. 
Robert Root, Jr. maintains in his essay, "Collage, Montage, Mosaic, Vignette, Episode, 
Segment," that, because the segmented structure is so fragmented, it has to be held together by 
recurring images or themes if it is going to work. He believes that a series of scenes does not 
have to be linear; that it might be sequential, in a sense, but that the power of the segments will 
come from their juxtaposition with one another as well as what they come to mean by the end 
(69). Thus, Frank's assertion that time has no significance in poetry-only the images in relation 
to what lies beside them-is relevant when it comes to analyzing a text like The House On 
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Mango Street. While Cisneros employs multiple motifs (the most prominent of all the actual 
house on Mango Street), there are other threads that are woven throughout the piece, too: 
Esperanza's awkward transition into womanhood, what it is like for her to grow up Latina in a 
ghetto of Chicago. And all these threads are intertwined with recurring images, which affords 
the story more fluidity. 
One of the two recurnng Images I keep commg back to is shoes, which represent 
womanhood and loss of innocence in several of the segments. In the second to last segment, "A 
House of My Own," Cisneros ties in the image of shoes with an image of a house, arguably in an 
attempt to connect Esperanza's identity to the images that represent it: "Not a flat. Not an 
apartment in back. Not a man's house. Not a daddy's. A house all my own. With my porch 
and my pillow, my pretty purple petunias. My books and my stories. My two shoes waiting 
beside the bed" (I 08). I believe that Cisneros deliberately uses the imagery of shoes to depict 
Esperanza's longing to leave her house-to literally walk in the shoes of a woman. In "Sally," 
Cisneros writes, "Do you sometimes wish you didn 't have to go home? Do you wish your feet 
would one day keep walking and take you far away from Mango Street, far away and maybe 
your feet would stop in front of a house, a nice one with flowers and big windows and steps for 
you to climb up two by two upstairs to where a room is waiting for you" (82). 
The second image that comes to mind is of the four trees in front of the house on Mango 
Street. In the first segment they appear: "There is no front yard, only four little elms the city 
planted by the curb" ( 4). On pages seventy-four and seventy-five, an excerpt of the segment 
"Four Skinny Trees" reads, "Four skinny trees with skinny necks and pointy elbows like mine. 
Four who do not belong here but are here ... Four who grew despite concrete. Four who reach 
and do not forget to reach. Four whose only reason is to be and be." One of these lines serves as 
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a form of repetition later in the book, too; "Four [trees] who do not belong here but are here" sets 
up Esperanza' s reference to "the house I belong but do not belong to" (11 0). The recurring 
images of the shoes and the trees, among others, aid in tying together the thematic threads and in 
referring back to the story's motif of the house. For instance, "Four Skinny Trees" never directly 
references the house on Mango Street, but readers are able to make the connection between the 
street trees and the house based upon an earlier image. Their ability to make these connections 
arguably allows the layers of Cisneros's story the same kind of consistency in the narrative that 
chronological order naturally provides. 
While recurring imagery and thematic threads help maintain fluidity in a segmented 
essay, what fragmentation there is should serve a purpose-else why even experiment with this 
form? In "This Is What the Spaces Say," Root writes, "Stand up close and ponder each image on 
its own; stand further back and connect each panel to another panel that completes it as a pair or 
contrasts with it as an opposite; encompass all of it, remaining always aware of the borders and 
the individual panels but inviting an impression of the whole through its parts" (86). The white 
space between segments serves as a silent interruption. What makes this element so effective is 
that, even where large gaps exist in time between segments, readers do not necessarily assume 
nothing has happened between them. If the essay were to read in chronological order, however, 
skipping ahead twenty-five years may give the impression that nothing relevant to the thematic 
thread has happened during that time. But with white space, this is not the case. Instead, the 
white space arguably encourages readers to make connections themselves. In "This Is What the 
Spaces Say," Root writes: 
This is what the spaces say: arrange the viewing of the panels so that you see their 
relationships in the juxtapositions rather than in a unified unbroken whole; linger your 
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thoughts on the melody just ended before you hear the one about to begin; expect to 
know whatever this essay is about in the same way you know anything else, in fragments 
of certainty and segments of supposition, surrounded by gaps in your knowledge and 
borders of uncertainty. You need not fill every bit of space in order to say that you know 
enough; you need not write unsegmented prose in order for what you write to be truth 
enough (87 -88). 
Also quite true to life, white space allows a disjointed piece to remain more open-ended. In The 
House on Mango Street's twenty-fifth anniversary edition, Cisneros writes another segment 
entitled "A House of My Own." Here she adds more memories to her story, but she never dives 
back into the text of Esperanza' s past, and she never projects twenty-five years' worth of 
reflection onto her memories. Ultimately, the significance of her story is in the content itself, not 
in its timeliness. When using a fragmented form, a story never ends as new memories are 
formed and old ones remembered. As we grow older, our stories will inevitably change 
directions, but the memories themselves should remain the same. 
Despite the fact that my own story, "Anatomized," has changed shapes repeatedly over 
the past year, the memories remain just as vivid and fragmented as they have been all along. 
When I first brainstormed for my creative thesis, it seemed the harder I tried to find and 
articulate one theme, the more memories I remembered that related to that theme- so much so 
that my professors joked I had a book on my hands. While I did not feel up to the task of starting 
my book-length memoir quite yet, I did know that I wanted to write about the day my mother 
died. Hampl writes in her essay, "Memory and Imagination," that "We only store in memory 
images of value. The value may be lost over the passage of time, but that's t~e implacable 
judgment of feeling: this, we say somewhere deep within us, is something I'm hanging on to" 
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(311). And this is exactly how I feel about the memories I have surrounding my mother's death 
when I was only three years old. While I have no clear memory of a living mother, the day she 
died is rather distinct in my mind, even twenty years after the fact. Hampl asserts, "often we 
cleave to things because they possess heavy negative charges. Pain likes to be vivid" (311 ). But 
from writing about the day my mother died, I started to focus on the day of her funeral. On her 
relationship with my father. On the love she expressed for me and my sister through letters she 
stuffed inside our baby books. And then I researched the notoriously harmless heart condition 
that killed her and wrote about that, too. And then I even wrote about myself and what growing 
up without a mother and being raised primarily by an emotionally- and sometimes even 
physically-distant father feels like and how it affects my adult relationships by making me 
more guarded when it comes to accepting unconditional love. By the middle of the academic 
year, I had several short segments but no clear story I could articulate in one or two sentences. 
The more I researched the segmented form, the more what Robert Root, Jr. has been 
saying all along in "Collage, Montage, Mosaic, Vignette, Episode, Segment" rang true : that "the 
more complex a story is, the more interwoven with other subjects, ideas, incidents, experiences, 
the harder it is to make it all connect in a linear way that doesn't extend the narrative or the 
development beyond the patience of writer and reader alike" (66). In the end, the narrative 
threads that did not specifically relate to my mother' s death were left dangling. The stories I had 
about her and my father 's relationship and about my relationship with him and my sister simply 
did not seem like they were part of the same essay. They might be part of the same book 
someday, but for the purpose of my creative thesis, I knew I had to break away from the scope of 
Cisneros's piece and restrict myself to the theme that, no matter what direction I went in at any 
given moment, I kept coming back to: what it means to be a twenty-four year old woman and for 
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your heart to simply stop beating for no apparent reason-an event that aided in the development 
of a stubborn mentality to detach myself emotionally. Furthermore, the piece kept gravitating 
toward what it is like for me, as this woman' s daughter, to near the age she was when she passed 
and come to terms with my own mortality. By shying away from Cisneros's scope while at the 
same time borrowing from her techniques, I attempted to write my own essay in segments, 
endeavoring to capture the same sense of immediacy, fluidity , and silent interruption that 
Cisemos achieves through her use of present tense, recurring imagery, and white space. 
As Root states in "Immediacy," the use of present tense is effective in creating a sense of 
urgency. I explained how Cisneros does this in The House On Mango Street, but it was not until 
I saw what it did for my own writing that I could truly appreciate this element of the craft in 
segmented form. In one scene of "Anatomized," I have arrived at the cemetery with my father 
and little sister on Mother' s Day, and they have just watched me try to dig up my mother's 
grave: "I kneel on the grave and pull up clumps of grass with my hands, the ground coming up 
with ease inside my fists ... " (7). The entire scene is written in present tense from the 
perspective I had when I was five years old for two reasons: firstly, so the scene happens right 
there, directly on the page at that moment, thus creating a sense of immediacy; and secondly, so 
that I would not be tempted to project eighteen years' worth of growth onto how morbid and 
desperate this scene truly is, as it is arguably more heart-wrenching for a child to realize that her 
dead mother is never coming back than for an adult to reflect back on the scene with the learned 
knowledge of what death even is. 
While the use of present tense is simply an optional effect of the segmented form, 
recurring imagery and thematic threads are utterly essential to the success of this type of essay. 
Just like my memories must tie into my motif of what it means to cope with mortality, Cisneros 
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had to utilize her own themes in order for The House On Mango Street to become one contained 
story. And to ensure that the segments that do not directly relate to her motif of the house 
coalesce into her whole story, she uses images such as the "four skinny trees" and Esperanza's 
"shoes" to aid in connecting her other threads. But I knew that for the purpose of a fifteen page 
story, my recuning imagery would have to be more subtle than Cisneros's. For me to take one 
set image and use it more than once would simply feel too forced in so small a space. For 
example, my essay is set against my mother's autopsy report, in which her body is literally 
broken down into pieces and laid out on the page. But I only write about the actual report in one 
segment. For it to be present in any more than that would arguably take away from its 
effectiveness. That being said, I knew that the image of my mother's body, her organs removed 
from her chest and stuffed inside plastic baggies, was the most graphically poignant image I had. 
So, while I could not use the image of her body's anatomization on every page, I did attempt to 
reference pieces of something and what it takes to rebuild them in each segment. 
In the second segment, for instance, my father builds me a clubhouse from scratch: "He 
made measurements, cut the planks to size with his electric saw, and then he sanded the wood 
until all the pieces were smooth and gold dust covered the grass and itched our eyes every time 
the wind blew. For weeks, I watched his hands as he nailed the pieces together" (3). In the third 
segment, after I pull up clumps of the earth on top of my mother's grave, "I gather the tom grass 
and loose dirt and smooth the pieces back over the grave, trying to make the plot look brand 
new" (8). The subtle images of construction are significant because, in the end of the essay, I 
attempt to rebuild the image I have of my mother by taking a look at my own body and coming 
to terms with its impermanence. 
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While this is what my story is now, I am sure that as I get older, the story will be less 
about what it is like to near the age of my mother when she passed and more about what my own 
marriage will look like or about how it will feel to have children of my own even though I have 
spent most of my life motherless. N eve1iheless, the memories I have written in the segmented 
form will carry the same meaning and weight even as I grow older. The beauty of the segmented 
form is that our stories are never over, as evidenced by the segment Cisneros writes twenty-five 
years after The House On Mango Street was published. Joseph Frank's assertion in The 
Widening Gyre- that these narratives are timeless- is true; the memories, while they once 
occurred in a specific time and place, now occupy a space beyond those constrictions. This 
form, in effect, allows our stories to remain segmented and, consequently, open-ended. After 
studying Cisneros's segmented structure, it has become clear to me that a continuous, 
chronological narrative is simply one way to tell a story. Cisneros's "jar of buttons" and 
"mismatched" items from Goodwill- her " little stories"-describe the memories that I had 
saved in separate documents, complete with their own titles, precisely. "Anatomized" can either 
continue to stand on its own or someday become a fractured segment of something larger that 
employs multiple motifs, just like Cisneros does in The House On Mango Street. 
Hampl writes in "Memory and Imagination" that "in writing memoir I did not simply 
relive the experience. Rather, I explored the mysterious relationship between all the images I 
could round up and the even more impacted feelings that caused me to store the images safely 
away in memory. Stalking the relationship, seeking the congruence between stored image and 
hidden emotion--that's the real job of memoir" (311 ). That is, memoir is what we make of our 
experiences and how we are able to share those experiences in such a way that is relatable to 
others even when our experiences are quite varied. For my memoir in particular, I attempted to 
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rebuild the memories I have surrounding my mother' s death and, in effect, also my perception of 
the Truth by simulating my disjointed experience. 
While I could have used a continuous, chronological narrative for this essay and still 
managed to be truthful , the segmented form, I believe, speaks closest to the fragmented Truth of 
the memories I have surrounding my mother' s death- and, even more than that, it is also more 
true to how I relate to these memories. I wanted to write about my mother's death more than 
anything else because I am and always have been oddly detached from the experience. The 
segmented structure allowed me to take my memories and not only imitate their fragmentation 
but also to physically mimic my detachment through fractured storytelling. The segmented form 
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Creative Piece 
When they find her, she is still warm. She sits on the rocking chair at work, hands folded 
in her lap, mouth open like she is asleep. A crocheted blanket wraps around her thick shoulders, 
the tawny hue of the yarn juxtaposing against the clothes she wears from the night before: a pair 
of white athletic sneakers, white jogging pants, and a white blouse specked with flowers . 
It is May 28th, 1991 , at eight-thirty in the morning, and she sits in front of the television 
at work. When they find her, they call her name, and when she does not respond, they pull back 
the blanket and shake her a little. 
At two o'clock that afternoon, her body is removed from a cooler and placed onto a table, 
where the forensic pathologist, Paul Trepanier, examines her body. First he measures it, weighs 
it on a large scale, and props it onto a body block, allowing the chest to lift upward and the arms 
and neck to fall back. He checks for exterior abnormalities and takes note of them on a sheet of 
paper tucked inside a clipboard. 
Trepanier' s assistant, the Diener, makes the first incision, beginning from the left 
shoulder, to the bottom of the left breast, then down to the navel, all the way back up to the right 
shoulder. The incision is deep enough to fully expose the rib cage and abdominal walls. From 
there, Trepanier and the Diener peel back the skin, muscle, and soft tissues from the chest wall 
with a scalpel and pull the flap of skin over her face . 
After the brain is removed and her insides are on display, the men take out her organs one 
by one. They determine the weight of each piece, verifY that everything is its normal color, and 
they label all that is normal or fully-functional as "unremarkable." Then they divide the pieces 
into smaller parts, some of which they prepare as samples for microscopic examination by 
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placing the small sections into jars of formalin until they can be mounted on glass slides, stained, 
and then studied. They will keep these slides for at least twenty years. 
When they finish examining the pieces individually and seal the jars, they store whatever 
is left in plastic baggies and stuff the organs inside their original cavities. 
Although their notes affirm there is nothing remarkable about the woman' s organs, the 
pathologist writes under the field, Cause of Death, "Cardiac arrhythmia due to mitral valve 
prolapse." 
While the Diener rinses down the autopsy table and cleans up the blood on the floor with 
a mop and bucket, Paul Trepanier sets aside a modest white bra, a pair of blue panties, and two 
plain white socks. These will be kept with the woman ' s body. Her wedding ring is stored in an 
envelope to be returned to her family. 
The summer before my mother died, my father built me a clubhouse. He took me to the 
hardware store one day after work, and I helped him pick out all the pieces: some of them long 
and thick, others flat enough to be fashioned into a small door or cut into windows. For several 
weeks that summer, I ran around our backyard, chased by the litter of kittens that stalked me 
through the tall blades of grass as I watched my father work. He made measurements, cut the 
planks to size with his electric saw, and then he sanded the wood until all the pieces were smooth 
and gold dust covered the grass and itched our eyes every time the wind blew. For weeks, I 
watched his hands as he nailed the pieces together, sometimes just to shake his head and undo a 
day' s work and stati all over again the next evening. 
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When the house was st·ong enough we tested out the inside together by moving in my 
plastic furniture. Then we painted the outside pink, his large brush stroking the grains of wood 
faster than my watercolor brush so that we had to work for several nights after dinner till it was 
dark out. 
I imagine that my mother sat outside with us while my father worked and I played-that 
she lay on top of a lawn chair, exposing her swollen belly to the sun and fanning herself. I 
imagine that she filled and then refilled our glasses with red punch all summer long and carried 
the bottom of her uterus to and from the house as if my sister might fall out of her. I imagine 
that, even though I will not remember for sure, she was present that summer and that she did 
things most mothers did. 
The next spring, on the day my mother dies, my nanna leads me outside through our back 
porch where my two older cousins are sprawled out on pool towels, laying on the deck of my 
clubhouse. I enter through the small doorway, tie one of my mother's aprons around my waist in 
the makeshift kitchen and serve them lemonade my nanna brings out through the windowless 
pane. It feels like summer, though it is late May, and on top of the pink boards of the deck, all 
three of us sip from our glasses. I lay out my towel, too, and, basking in the light, roll onto my 
back. I look straight up, my eyes straining against the sky's luster. I begin to see spots and close 
them. 
What I remember about my mother at this moment will never turn into clear memories. I 
will see photographs someday and even hear a story or two, but ifl know my mother now, 
looking up at the sky, I will never remember her. My eyes closed, I picture the woman who will 
someday stare back at me from my father ' s photo albums: her thin, curling lips, her crescent-
shaped eyes and dark, wavy hair. But now she is wearing a halo, the yellow light above her head 
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illuminated against her milky skin and the white robe she wears that hangs past her hands and 
feet. I imagine that she can float. 
I am still on my back, basking in the light, when my father' s sister walks through the gate 
into the backyard. Her skin is spectral against the sun, the smile on her face deliberate. She 
comes up to the deck, kneels on one leg beside me, and asks ifl am okay. 
''I'm fine,'' I tell her. ''Do you want some lemonade?" 
She accepts, runs her fingers through my hair as I pour. 
I hand her the glass and ask, "Did you hear my mommy's dead now?" 
"Yes, I heard," she says. 
"My dad said she went to heaven." 
"Yes, I know." 
She looks at her feet, then at the house, and she tells me that my father will be back soon-
-that he wants to see my mother before they move the body, never saying where they intend to 
put it. 
"Promise me you'll hang in there?" she asks. 
I tell her I will, and then I roll onto my stomach and shut my eyes. 
And then I think about what my mother might make me for lunch when she gets home. 
My father wants to be near the cemetery, so we pack up our house, and we move from 
Pawtucket to the neighboring town of Cumberland. This way, he says, we can be less than a 
mile away from the site and have a mother to come home to. 
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We make plans early in the week to visit her on Mother's Day. 
At school this morning, I make her a card. I fold a piece of construction paper and draw 
hearts on the front cover, all of them broken and colored in with the darkest red crayon I could 
find. Mrs. Rightman, my first-grade teacher, pulls me aside in class as the other kids glue bits of 
construction paper to other pieces and draw pink flowers in the margins. 
"You can just make one for your aunt," she says. 
But I tell her I want to make one for my mother just like everyone else is doing for theirs. 
So, just like them, I write inside the card that I love my mother and hope she has a good day. 
When the last bell rings, I see my classmates run to their mothers in the schoolyard and 
give them their Mother's Day kisses. My father ' s sister waits for me outside with my two 
cousins. They hand my aunt the cards they made in class, and she thanks them, planting kisses 
on their foreheads. I stand beside them with my hands inside my jacket pockets, thumbing the 
fabric between my fists. 
During the car ride, I can feel my father's sister look at me through the reat\liew mirror. 
"What did you do at school today?" she asks me. 
"Made a card," I tell her. When she does not respond I add, "It' s not for you." 
Before we head back to her house to wait for my father to pick me and my sister up, she 
pulls her minivan into the parking lot of the print shop down the road and, without a word, 
motions for me to dig out my card from my backpack and hand it to her. She is inside for ten 
minutes while I and my cousins sit in the running van, windows cracked. When she returns, the 
card is covered in a fresh laminate. 
Later that evening, my father, sister, and I arrive at the gravesite, where the air is thick 
with the anticipation of rain. My father sits my sister on the ground and takes a roll of double-
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sided tape out of his beige jacket pocket, the lining beginning to tear, the fabric smelling of 
cigarettes and cinnamon gum. I hand him the laminated card, and he tapes the back of it and 
smoothes it onto the stone. Nearby, several headstones are in pieces on the ground, others 
knocked over whole, flower pots smashed and plant roots exposed beside them. My father 
explains to us, speaking above our heads, that the neighborhood punks are desecrating the graves 
just for fun. 
When my mother died, almost two years ago today, my father took me to her gravesite 
and told me they buried her. 
"Mommy's in there?" I asked, unable to understand why, horrified by the fact that my 
mother, who I had seen just days before, was now in the ground where I could not reach her. 
Today, my father stands by the grave, and his body sways back and f011h a little while my 
sister plays by his feet. I stand beside them, and all I can think about is my classmates being 
kissed by their mothers in the schoolyard and how my father does not show affection anymore-
not the way he did when my mother was still alive or the way he will try to when I am much 
older and it is already too late. He did not show it when I learned how to read or spell my full 
name, and he will not show it now, when I kneel on the grave and pull up clumps of grass with 
my hands, the ground coming up with ease inside my fists . 
At first, neither my father nor my sister move. They watch as I scratch at the dirt, 
grunting with effort. My father paces by the ruins of the next grave site as I dig, determined to 
reach deep within the earth, and he tells me that she is not the same anymore. 
"You wouldn't want to see her now," he says, walking toward me. 
But I keep on digging. 
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He stops in front of my mother's stone and, leaning in, says, "Mommy's gone. The only 
thing you'll find in that ground is a skeleton." 
And up until this moment, I never thought of my mother like that: as anything less than 
what she looked like at her wake and funeral, wearing her favorite pink dress and her hair curled. 
My father's eyes searching me, his thin lips pursed, he says, "Please get up, and just 
remember your mother as she was. Remember her as beautiful." 
And though I cannot remember her at all, I stop digging and rest my hands on the 
disturbed plot. I look at the card as the sun begins to shine and the air turns cold. The laminate 
makes the red hearts a dull pink. 
My father squats down beside my sister, where she laughs and plays with the clumps of 
grass, throwing them into the air and letting them fall on top of her curls. My father wipes off 
her head, brushes her shoulders, and picks her up. He sits her on his hip with hands that are red 
and cracked, and she rests her head backward with its full weight. 
My father looks away from the gravesite toward home. We will come back to the 
cemetery only one other time after this, and the card will be gone. And then we will pack up our 
things again and move back to Pawtucket. 
"Come on, let' s go," my father tells me. 
The lines on my hands are filled in with dirt. My stomach feels empty, and there is a 
metallic taste inside my mouth. I will walk home with my family and grab my father's hand 
before we reach our house. He will hold it for a few seconds, then squeeze it, and let go. 
I will go to bed after dinner and my bath tonight and think about my mother. About how 
she is dead and never coming back. About how she is a skeleton now and the pink dress she 
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wears must be covered in dust and there are probably cobwebs between her bones, her leather 
shoes all moldy. 
My father still looks beyond the gates. My sister tilts her head back, staring up at the sky. 
I put my hands inside the earth one last time and take a look around. The surrounding 
headstones are off their mounts. The flowers by the other graves are wilted. 
I gather the tom grass and loose dirt and smooth the pieces back over the grave, trying to 
make the plot look brand new. But the ground is too dry and nothing sticks and there are cracks 
despite my efforts and my mother' s site-just like the rest of the cemetery-is in shambles. 
Immediately following my mother' s death, and then every other year until I was fourteen, 
my father took me and my sister to see a cardiologist. Every visit the nurse coaxed us into our 
underwear and covered our bodies with electrode jelly that left us feeling sticky the rest of the 
day. Then the machine' s needles scribbled the electrical activity of our hearts across a roll of 
paper. It was determined on our first visit that my mitral valve was as irregular as my mother' s 
and that my sister had a hole in her heart. But the doctor assured my father from the very 
beginning that we were not in any immediate danger. We walked out of his office with print-
outs explaining our conditions, convincing me and my sister that heart abnormalities, when still 
growing, are common and nothing to be afraid of. 
My current doctor is a balding man with thick whiskers who can hardly fit on his stool. I 
visit his office one day after my morning class, and when I explain to him the fluttering inside 
my chest and my mother' s medical history, he orders an electrocardiogram. 
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After he leaves the room, his medical assistant unties the clinic gown I wear and exposes 
my chest to the room, walls white and counters a dreary gray, medical supplies lining the 
shelves. She smoothes the electrodes over my skin, the metal discs adhering to my chest and 
arms and legs. She connects cables to them and hooks the other ends to a machine that she rolls 
inside the room. 
The test is much shorter and less invasive than I remember. Once the electrodes are put 
in place, a button is pushed, and the machine hums for a couple seconds. The medical assistant 
removes the metal stickers and wipes my skin clean with an antibacterial cloth. My doctor is 
back in the room five minutes later with the results. 
"It looks unremarkable," he says. 
"Unremarkable?" 
He clears his throat and glances at my chart again. He nods his head. 
"Nothing looks unusual to me." 
And then he explains that what happened to my mother was a fluke-a freak accident. 
That twenty-four year olds do not usually go into cardiac arrest. That the fact it happened to her 
makes it even less likely it will happen to me or anyone else I will ever know. 
"I understand your concern," he says. "But you' re so young. You should just go live 
your life and stop worrying." 
Later that day, I email my father my home-address and ask him to send me my mother' s 
autopsy report, curious about the final diagnosis. I find it inside my mailbox on a Tuesday after 
my evening class, and instead of making my way into my apartment, I remount my bicycle and 
head to a bar that is rarely frequented by anyone I know, determined to read the paperwork on 
my own. 
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I am the only one inside, aside from the bartender, and I settle in the booth farthest away. 
I sip my beer, remove the envelope from my backpack, and find several pieces of paper inside. I 
imagined only one: a simple sheet stating my mother's diagnosis, a Medical Examiner' s 
signature right below. But it is five pages long, and it has more intimate details about my mother 
than I expected my father and the Commonwealth of Massachusetts to keep record of these past 
twenty years. 
The internal examination of her body is broken down and categorized by parts and 
systems- all ofthem labeled "unremarkable." 
The head, the neck, the body cavities. 





My mother: unremarkable. 
It is after I leave the bar and stumble onto the sidewalk when I first accept the woman 
who died twenty years ago was actually my mother- not just a random twenty-four year old 
woman who married the love of her life and had two children and died young. But my mother, 
who married my father, who had me and my sister, and whose heart simply stopped one day in 
front of the television at work. 
The street looks black, and the perpetual clouds in the Oregon sky feel heavy. I take the 
road that heads toward campus, and I think about the woman who, biologically at least, is a part 
of me. I think about her body sprawled out on an autopsy table, gutted and her flaws recorded on 
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a piece of paper that is still filed away somewhere in Massachusetts. I think about her 
unremarkable body and about how it was probably a lot like mine: her cheeks chubby, nose 
rounded, her top lip thin, especially when she smiled. 
Later tonight, I curl up inside a boyfriend 's arms and imagine that my mother lay awake 
one night, held by my father. That her hands were folded inside his, her fingertips pressed into 
the creases between his fingers as he twitched and snored and breathed into her ear. 
I roll over onto my back and rest my head on the pillow and repose my feet at the edge of 
the bed. My arms rest by my sides, palms up. There, my body extended, I think about mitral 
valves that do not close properly and about how they can cause arrhythmias and about how some 
arrhythmias can stop hearts. And I imagine that my mother lay just like this the afternoon she 
died and that I will look a lot like her when my own heart stops and men like Paul Trepanier and 
his Diener cut me to bits and send my personal effects back to someone who loves me. 
But I imagine that, unlike me, my mother never thought about her chest cracked open, or 
her body cavities gaping, or her organs wrapped in plastic. I imagine that she felt her heart 
flutter against the wall of her chest and wrote it off as excitement or joy or love. 
